
 

 

GlamFactor™ 
Collagen Producing Instant Bronze Serum 

 
FEATURES: 

 Instant Bronzing Serum hides tiny imperfections 

 Can be used as a facial tanning accelerator or an at home bronzing facial 

serum 

 Revolutionary Trylagen is a break through skin plumper 

 New Advanced Matrixyl Synthe 6  

 Non Comedogenic 

 Fragrance Free 

 

BENEFITS: 

 Advanced Matrixyl Synthe 6 - Powerful anti-aging peptide that 

reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles for long-lasting 

results 

 Trylagen - helps boost the appearance of collagen and helps 

protect collagen from degenerating. Skin appears firmer, smoother 

and wrinkles appear to ‘fill out’ becoming less and less visible 

 Delicate facial tanning optimizers and accelerators to produce 

long lasting, natural looking results  

 Light weight instant bronze concentrate to give skin a quick, streak 

free sun kissed glow 

 Noncomedogenic - will not clog pores 

 Fragrance free for sensitive skin 

 

KEY SELLING STATEMENT 

GlamFactor™ is a girl’s best friend! This bronzing facial serum is free of self-

tanners and fragrance making it perfect for every skin type. The 

revolutionary lightweight formula will dramatically darken facial skin 

without the commitment of DHA and gently washes off when you desire. 

Packed with protein, GlamFactor contains the amazing skin care 

ingredient Trylagen, which helps to boost collagen production, fill out 

wrinkles and plump skin for noticeable results in just one week. Advanced 

Matrixyl Synthe 6 will work to fight the formation of fine lines for longer 

lasting results. Can be used alone as a facial bronzing serum, under make 

up as a facial primer or in the tanning bed as a gentle facial tanning 

accelerator.  

WHO IT’S DESIGNED FOR 

Anyone who wants a quality facial skin care product 

Anyone who wants a boost in color for the day without commitment 

Multiuse – Facial tanner, daily facial bronzer or makeup primer  

 

PRODUCT ACTION  

Facial Tan Enhancer and At Home Facial Bronzer 

Bottle Size 1.7oz Packet Size N/A 

 

BOTTLE SIZE: 1.7oz        


